
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSEMBLY AND USE

WARNING
DO NOT UNPLUG CABLES WHEN POWER IS CONNECTED

AUTONOMY PRO
ELECTRIC HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE DESK FRAME
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Autonomy Pro Operang Instrucons

Home height set at 720mm 
(non programmable)
Press home buon and release.

M2 is the second memory posion. To set 
memory press and hold M2 buon for 5 seconds 
at desired height and release aer the beep can 
be heard.

Mode of operaon
1. Press and hold up or down buons to raise and lower the desk height.
2. Press HOME buon to move desk height to 720mm (without desk top).
3. M1 and M2 memory set buons press and hold the buon for 5 seconds at desired posion unl a beep 
can be heard. Aer the memories are set pressing M1 or M2 will adjust the desk to memoriesed heights.
4. For low energy consumpon the lights in the controller will turn off if it is not used for 30 seconds.
5. When the 5. When the controller has switched off for low energy consumpon press the up or down buons to switch 
the controller on again. Pressing M1, M2 or HOME will not switch the controller on.
Reset procedure
1. Press the down buon to lower the desk to the lowest height se ng and hold for 5 seconds when it has 
reached the lowest point. 
2. Unplug the desk from the power source for 1 minute.
3. Plug the power back in and operate as usual.

Display screen will show 620-1170mm 
(without desktop).

Press and hold the down buon to lower the desk. 
Release buon when the desk is at the desired height.

Press and hold the up buon to raise the desk. 
Release buon when the desk is at the desired height.

M1 is the first memory posion. To set 
memory press and hold M1 buon for 5 seconds 
at desired height and release aer the beep can 
be heard.
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